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Let’s play song : 
Let’s play with the doll play with the 
doll play the doll let’s play with the 
doll wauu wau wau.. 
Let’s play with the teddy play with 
the teddy play the teddy let’s play 
with the teddy hmm mm mm. 
Let’s play with the car play with the 
car play the car let’s play with the 
car brrm brr brrm. 
Let’s play with the ball play with the 
ball play the ball let’s play with the 
ball bounce bounce bounce.. 
 
 
 
 
 

I see something blue song: 
Blue I see something blue , blue  
I see something blue , blue blue blue  
I see something blue . 
Find something blue! 
 
Yellow  I see something yellow , yellow 
I see something yellow ,yellow  yellow 
yellow  
I see something yellow . 
Find something yellow ! 
 
Red  I see something red , red 
I see something red ,red red red  
I see something red . 
Find something purple! 
 
purple I see something purple , purple 
I see something purple ,purple purple 
purple 
I see something purple . 
Find something purple! 
Blue – yellow – red – purple 
I see colors everywhere! 
 
(youtube: super simple learning songs) 



 

 

I see something pink song: 
pink I see something pink ,pink  
I see something pink ,pink pink pink  
I see something pink . 
Find something pink ! 
 
orange  I see something orange , 
orange 
I see something orange ,orange 
orange orange 
I see something orange . 
Find something orange ! 
 
Brown  I see something brown ,brown 
I see something brown,brown brown 
brown 
I see something brown. 
Find something Brown ! 
 
Green  I see something green ,green 
I see something green ,green green 
green  
I see something green . 
Find something green ! 
pink – orange – brown – green 
I see colors everywhere! 
 

(youtube: super simple songs) 

What do you hear: 
 
O  a duck, an elephant, hey a rooster, I hear a 
Pig a dog 
 Listen listen what do you hear ? 
I hear a dog dog dog dog I hear a dog .  
Listen listen what do you hear ? 
I hear a cat cat cat cat I hear a cat .  
Listen listen what do you hear ? 
I hear a duck duck duck duck I hear a duck .  
Listen listen what do you hear ? 
I hear a rooster rooster rooster rooster I hear 
a rooster.  
 
Listen listen what do you hear ? 
I hear a pig pig pig pig pigI hear a pig 
 Listen listen what do you hear ? 
I hear an elephant an elephant an elephant an 
elephant  I hear an elephant .  
 
(youtube:super simple songs) 
 
 


